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Plan for Today’s Lecture

1 Estimating trade costs and trade demand functions beyond gravity:
Adao, Costinot and Donaldson (2016)
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Neoclassical Trade Model—Begin With Recap from
Lecture #10...

i = 1, ..., I countries

k = 1, ...,K goods

n = 1, ...,N factors

Goods consumed in country i :

qi ≡ {qkji}

Factors used in country i to produce good k for country j :

l kij ≡ {l
nk
ij }
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Neoclassical Trade Model

Preferences: ui = ui (qi )

Representative consumer (driven by data from “country” i)

Technology: qkji = f kji (l kji )

Non-increasing returns to scale. No joint production.
Extensions in paper to include (global/domestic) input-output linkages
and tariffs/taxes/subsidies.

Factor endowments: νnj > 0

Defined as the (set of imperfectly substitutable) inputs to production
that are in fixed supply.
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Competitive Equilibrium

A q ≡ {qi}, l ≡ {li}, p ≡ {pi}, and w ≡ {wi} such that:

1 Consumers maximize their utility:

qi ∈ argmaxq̃i
ui (q̃i )∑

j ,k

pkji q̃
k
ji ≤

∑
n

wn
i ν

n
i for all i ;

2 Firms maximize their profits:

l kji ∈ argmaxl̃ kji
{pkji f kij (l̃ kji )−

∑
n

wn
j l̃

nk
ji } for all i , j , k ;

3 Goods markets clear:

qkji = f kji (l kji ) for all i , j , and k ;

4 Factors markets clear:∑
i ,k

lnkji = νnj for all j and n.
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Reduced Exchange Model

Fictitious endowment economy in which consumers directly exchange
factor services

Taylor (1938), Rader (1972), Wilson (1980), Mas-Colell (1991)

Reduced preferences over primary factors of production defined by:

Ui (Li ) ≡ maxq̃i ,l̃i
ui (q̃i )

q̃kji ≤ f kji (l̃ kji ) for all j and k ,∑
k

l̃nkji ≤ Lnji for all j and n,
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Reduced Equilibrium

Corresponds to L ≡ {Li} and w ≡ {wi} such that:

1 Consumers maximize their reduced utility:

Li ∈ argmaxL̃i
Ui (L̃i )∑

j ,n

wn
j L̃

n
ji ≤

∑
n

wn
i ν

n
i for all i ;

2 Factor markets clear:∑
j

Lnij = νni for all i and n.
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Equivalence

Proposition 1: For any competitive equilibrium, (q, l ,p,w), there
exists a reduced equilibrium, (L,w), with:

1 the same factor prices, w ;
2 the same factor content of trade, Lnji =

∑
k l

nk
ji for all i , j , and n;

3 the same welfare levels, Ui (Li ) = ui (qi ) for all i .

Conversely, for any reduced equilibrium, (L,w), there exists a
competitive equilibrium, (q, l ,p,w), such that 1-3 hold.
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Reduced Counterfactuals

Suppose that the reduced utility function over primary factors in this
economy can be parametrized as

Ui (Li ) ≡ Ūi ({Lnji/τnji }),

where τnji > 0 are exogenous preference shocks

Counterfactual question: What are the effects of a change from
(τ ,ν) to (τ ′,ν′) on trade flows, factor prices, and welfare?
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Reduced Factor Demand System

Start from factor demand = solution of reduced UMP:

Li (w , yi |τi )

Compute associated expenditure shares:

χi (w , yi |τi ) ≡ {{xnji }|xnji = wn
j L

n
ji/yi for Li ∈ Li (w , yi |τi )}

Rearrange in terms of effective factor prices, ωi ≡ {wn
j τ

n
ji }:

χi (w , yi |τi ) ≡ χi (ωi , yi )
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Reduced Equilibrium

In this notation, RE is:

xi ∈ χi (ωi , yi ), for all i ,∑
j

xnij yj = yni , for all i and n

Gravity model (i.e. ACR): Reduced factor demand system is CES

χji (ωi , yi ) =
µji (ωji )

ε∑
l µli (ωli )ε

, for all j and i
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Counterfactual Trade Flows and Factor Prices

Proposition 2: Proportional changes in expenditure shares and factor
prices, x̂ and ŵ , caused by proportional changes in preferences and
endowments, τ̂ and ν̂, solve

{x̂nji xnji } ∈ χi ({ŵn
j τ̂

n
ji },

∑
n

ŵn
i ν̂

n
i y

n
i ) ∀ i ,∑

j

x̂nij x
n
ij (
∑
n

ŵn
j ν̂

n
j y

n
j ) = ŵn

i ν̂
n
i y

n
i ∀ i and n.
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Counterfactual Welfare Changes

Proposition 3: Equivalent variation associated with change from
(τ ,ν) to (τ ′,ν′), expressed as fraction of initial income, is

∆Wi = (e(ωi ,U
′
i )− yi )/yi ,

where ωi = 1 for all i , j and n, and e(·,U ′i ) is the unique solution of
ODE

d ln ei (ω,U
′
i )

d lnωn
j

= xnji (ω, ei (ω,U
′
i )) for all j and n.

with boundary condition e(ω′i ,U
′
i ) = y ′i .
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Application to Neoclassical Trade Models

Suppose that technology in neoclassical model satisfies:

f kij (l kij ) ≡ f̄ kij ({lnkij /τnij }), for all i , j , and k ,

Reduced utility function over primary factors:

Ui (Li ) ≡ maxq̃i ,l̃i
ui (q̃i )

q̃kji ≤ f̄ kji ({l̃nkji /τnji}) for all j and k ,∑
k

l̃nkji ≤ Lnji for all j and n.

Change of variable: Ui (Li ) ≡ Ūi ({Lnji/τnji }) ⇒ factor-augmenting
productivity shocks in CE = preference shocks in RE

NB: τ̂ cannot depend on k . But τ can do so freely.
And can always allow for τ̂nkji 6= 1 by defining a new factor that is
specific to sector k (plus arbitrage).
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Econometric Model

Data generated by neoclassical trade model at different dates t

At each date, preferences and technology such that:

ui ,t(qi ,t) = ūi ({qkji ,t}), for all i ,

f kij ,t(l
k
ij ,t) = f̄ kji ({lnkij ,t/τnij ,t}), for all i , j , and k .

Observables:
1 xnji,t : factor expenditure shares (normal FCT data in principle; but

non-trivial aggregation bias issues in practice)
2 yn

i,t : factor payments
3 (zτ )nji,t : factor price shifters (e.g. observable shifter of trade costs)
4 (zy )i,t : income shifter
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Identification Assumptions: Exogeneity

Effective factor prices, ωn
ji ,t , unobservable, but assume related to

(zτ )nji ,t via:

lnωn
ji ,t = ln(zτ )nji ,t + ϕn

ji + ξnj ,t + ηnji ,t , for all i , j , n, and t

A1. [Exogeneity] E [ηnji ,t |z t ] = 0, with z t ≡ {zτl ,t , z
y
l ,t}.
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Identification Assumptions: Completeness

Following Newey and Powell (Ecta, 2003), we impose the following
completeness condition.

A2. [Completeness] For any importer pair (i1, i2), and any function
g(xi1,t , yi1,t , xi2,t , yi2,t) with finite expectation,
E [g(xi1,t , yi1,t , xi2,t , yi2,t)|z t ] = 0 implies g(xi1,t , yi1,t , xi2,t , yi2,t) = 0.

(This is the analog of the rank condition in parametric models.)
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Identification of Factor Demand

Argument follows Berry and Haile (Ecta, 2014)

A3. [Invertibility] In any country i , for any observed expenditure
shares, x > 0, and any observed income level, y > 0, there exists a
unique vector of relative effective factor prices, (χi )

−1(x , y), such
that all ωi satisfying x ∈ χi (ωi , y) also satisfy
ωn
ji/ω

1
1i = (χn

ji )
−1(x , y).

Proposition 4 Suppose that A1-A3 hold. Then relative effective
factor prices {ωi ,t} and the factor demand system χ̄ are identified.

Paper discusses sufficient conditions for invertibility of some trade
models—e.g. Ricardian model when goods preferences satisfy
connected substitutes (Berry, Gandhi and Haile, Ecta, 2013).
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Estimation

Some simplifications:
Homothetic preferences
Within any country, all goods have same factor intensities (i.e.
Ricardian model)
χi (ωi,t) = χ({µjiωji,t}), for all i .

Our data:
xnji,t and yn

i,t from WIOD
zτji,t = freight costs (Hummels and Lugovsky 2006, Shapiro 2014)
i = Australia and USA
t = 1995-2010
j = 36 large exporters + ROW
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Parametric Demand System

Inspired by Berry (1994) and BLP’s (1995) on mixed logit, we
consider the following “Mixed CES” system:

χji (ωi ,t) =

∫
(κj)

σαα(µjiωji ,t)
−(ε̄·εσε )∑N

l=1(κl)σαα(µliωli ,t)−(ε̄·εσε )
dF (α, ε)

Where:
κj = “characteristic” of exporter j (per-capita GDP in 1995);

F (α, ε) is a bivariate distribution of parameter heterogeneity: α has mean
zero, ln ε mean zero, and covariance matrix is identity

µi ≡ {µji} is a vector of unobserved importer-exporter-specific shifters;

Departures from gravity (IIA) governed by σα 6= 0 or σε 6= 0
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Comments

χji (ωi ,t) =

∫
(κj)

σαα(µjiωji ,t)
−(ε̄·εσε )∑N

l=1(κl)σαα(µliωli ,t)−(ε̄·εσε )
dF (α, ε)

Costs:

Ricardian ⇒ Only cross-country price elasticities
Homothetic preferences ⇒ Factor shares independent of income

Benefits:

σα = σε = 0 ⇒ CES demand system is nested
σα 6= 0 ⇒ Departure from IIA: more similar exporters in terms of
|κj − κl | are closer substitutes
σε 6= 0 ⇒ Departure from IIA: more similar exporters in terms of
|ωj − ωl | are closer substitutes

reduced-form results
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GMM Estimation

Start by inverting mixed CES demand system:

∆ηji ,t −∆ηj1,t = lnχ−1
j (x i ,t)− lnχ−1

j (x1,t)

−(∆ ln(zτ )ji ,t −∆ ln(zτ )j1,t) + ζji

Construct structural error term eji ,t(θ) and solve for:

θ̂ = argminθ e(θ)′ZΦZe(θ)

Parameters:

θ ≡ (σα, σε, ε̄, {ζji})
Instruments (by A1):

∆ ln(zτ )ji,t −∆ ln(zτ )j1,t , {|κj − κl |(ln zτli,t − ln zτl1,t)}, d ji,t
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Departures from IIA in Standard Gravity664 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW MARCH 2017

the reference country depends also on the price of the factor from country  l  (i.e., 
if   γ l   ≠ 0  for some exporter  l ). The interaction between   z  li, t  τ    and  |  κ j   −  κ l   |  relates 
this third country effect to the proximity of competitors in terms of  per capita GDP.

Table 1 reports estimates of various versions of equation (33). Column 1 begins 
by restricting attention to the standard CES case in which   γ l   = 0  for all  l . We 
obtain an estimate of −5.95 for the trade elasticity, in line with a vast literature that 
has estimated such a specification: see, e.g., Head and Mayer (2014). Column 2 
then includes the interaction terms to estimate the set of coefficients   γ l    . Because 
there are 37 such coefficients and we are only interested in testing whether at least 
one of them is  nonzero, we simply report the value of the  F-test for the hypothesis 
that   γ l   = 0  for all  l.  This test is rejected at the 1 percent level, while clustering 
standard errors at the exporter level. Columns 3 and 4 estimate the same specifica-
tion using trade data disaggregated by  2-digit industry. This exercise investigates 
whether the IIA violation is simply related to industry aggregation. Accordingly, we 
allow the exporter fixed effects to be  industry-specific as well which implies that 
parameters are estimated from  within-industry variation. For expositional purposes, 
we impose the same coefficients   

_
 ϵ    and   γ l    across sectors. The hypothesis that   γ l   = 0  

for all  l  is again rejected.
To summarize, Table 1 supports the relevance of  third-country effects as cap-

tured by the interaction between competitor’s freight costs and distance between 
 per capita GDPs,  |  κ j   −  κ l   |(ln  z  li, t  τ   − ln  z  l1, t  τ  ) . In the structural estimation below, we 
rely on exactly this variation to obtain estimates of the parameters controlling the 
 cross-price elasticity,   σ α    and   σ ϵ    .

Structural Estimation.—We now turn to our estimates of  θ  obtained from the 
procedure described in Section VB. Using the vector of instruments   Z ji, t    , we con-
struct 74 moment conditions to estimate the three structural parameters of interest,  
 { _ ϵ  ,  σ α   ,  σ ϵ  }  , and the 36 exporter fixed effects,  { ζ j  } .42 Table 2 reports the estimates 

42 Since we only have two importers in our dataset, the  exporter-importer terms,   ζ ji   ≡ − (Δ  φ ji   − Δ  φ j1  ) −  
(Δ ln  μ ji   − Δ ln  μ j1  ),  in equation (31) reduce to a vector of exporter dummies. The 74 moment conditions 

Table 1— Reduced-Form Estimates and Violation of IIA in Gravity Estimation

Dependent var.:  ΔΔ  log(exports) (1) (2) (3) (4)

 ΔΔ  log(freight cost) −5.955 −6.239 −1.471 −1.369
(0.995) (1.100) (0.408) (0.357)

Test for joint significance of interacted competitors’ freight costs (  H  0   :  γ l   = 0  for all  l   )
 F-stat 110.34 768.63
 p-value < 0.001 < 0.001

Disaggregation level exporter  exporter-industry

Observations 576 8,880

Notes: Sample of exports from 37 countries to Australia and United States between 1995 and 
2010 (aggregate and  2-digit  industry-level). The notation  ΔΔ  refers to the  double-difference 
(first with respect to one exporting country, the United States, and second across the two 
importing countries). All models include a full set of dummy variables for exporter(-industry). 
Standard errors clustered by exporter are reported in parentheses.
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Demand System Parameter Estimates
665ADAO ET AL.: NONPARAMETRIC COUNTERFACTUAL PREDICTIONSVOL. 107 NO. 3

obtained with the  one-step GMM estimator using the optimal weights under 
homoskedasticity, along with their accompanying standard errors clustered by 
exporter.

In panel A, we restrict   σ α   =  σ ϵ   = 0  in which case we estimate   
_ ϵ    to be approx-

imately −6. As expected, this value is identical to the estimate in column  1 of 
Table  1.43 Panel B reports our estimates with unobserved heterogeneity only 
in  α  , whereas panel C focuses on our preferred specification with unobserved  
heterogeneity in both  α  and  ϵ . As can be seen from panel C, we estimate a value 
of   σ ϵ    close to zero, indicating that deviations from IIA based on market shares are 
not important. However, the estimate of   σ α    is statistically significant which suggests 
that we can confidently reject the model in which IIA deviations are unrelated to  per 
capita GDP.44

To get more intuition about the economic implications of our structural estimates, 
Figure 1 plots the cross  price-elasticity in equation (30), of demand for an export-
er’s factor relative to that of the United States, with respect to a change in Chinese 
trade costs. This is shown for all exporters except for China in order to focus on 
 cross-price effects. While this elasticity is identically equal to zero (due to the IIA 
property) in the CES system of panel A, this need not be the case for the other spec-
ifications. Indeed, the parameters estimated in panel C imply that the elasticity of 
relative demand to the relative price of the Chinese factor is positive (statistically 
different from zero for virtually all countries) and decreasing in  per capita GDP.

 correspond to those obtained from: the  own-cost instrument,  Δ ln  ( z   τ    ) ji, t   − Δ ln  ( z   τ    ) j1, t    ; the 37 competitors’ 
instruments,  |  κ j   −  κ l   |(ln  z  li, t  

τ   − ln  z  l1, t  
τ  ) , one for each exporter in our dataset; and the 36 exporter dummies, one for 

each exporter in our dataset, except the United States, our reference country. 
43 The standard error in column 1 of Table 1 is slightly larger than that in panel A of Table 2. This difference 

follows from the degrees of freedom adjustment used in Table 1 that, as noted by Angrist and Pischke (2008), 
improves the small sample properties of the covariance matrix estimator in the context of linear regressions. For the 
GMM estimator, there is not a standard degree of freedom adjustment and, therefore, we report the estimate of the 
asymptotic covariance matrix as described in Appendix B. 

44 In our preferred model of panel C, there are 35 overidentification restrictions. A  J-test indicates that we can-
not reject the null hypothesis that all moment conditions are satisfied. 

Table 2—GMM Estimates of Mixed CES Demand 

  
_ ϵ      σ α      σ ϵ    

Panel A. CES
−5.955
(0.950)

Panel B. Mixed CES (restricted heterogeneity)
−6.115 2.075
(0.918) (0.817)

Panel C. Mixed CES (unrestricted heterogeneity)
−6.116 2.063 0.003
(0.948) (0.916) (0.248)

Notes: Sample of exports from 37 countries to Australia and United States between 1995 
and 2010. All models include 36 exporter dummies.  One-step GMM estimator described in 
Appendix B. Standard errors clustered by exporter are reported in parentheses.
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Estimates of Chinese Trade Costs

Non-parametric generalization of Head and Ries (2001) index:

(τji ,t/τii ,t)

(τjj ,t/τij ,t)
=

(χ̄j
−1(x i ,t)/χ̄

−1
i (x i ,t))

(χ̄−1
j (x j ,t)/χ̄

−1
i (x j ,t))

, for all i , j , and t.

To go from (log-)difference-in-differences to levels of trade costs:

τii ,t/τii ,95 = 1 for all i and t,

τij ,t/τij ,95 = τji ,t/τji ,95 for all t if i or j is China.
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Estimates of Chinese Trade Costs
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Figure 2: Average trade cost changes since 1995: China, 1996-2011.

Notes: Arithmetic average across all trading partners in the percentage reduction in Chinese trade costs be-
tween 1995 and each year t = 1996, . . . , 2011. “CES (standard gravity)” and “Mixed CES” plot the estimates
of trade costs obtained using the factor demand system in Panels A and C, respectively, of Table 2.

associated with this counterfactual scenario.39

Figure 3 reports the negative of the welfare changes in China for all years in our sam-
ple. A positive number in year t corresponds to the gains from economic integration for
China between 1995 and year t. Before the great trade collapse in 2007, we see that the
gains from economic integration for China are equal to 1.54%. In line with our estimates
of trade costs, we see that imposing CES would instead lead to gains from economic inte-
gration equal to 1.04%.

What about China’s trading partners? Figure 4 reports the welfare change from bring-
ing Chinese trade costs back to their 1995 levels for all other countries in 2007. The boot-
strapped 95% confidence intervals corresponding to each of these estimates (as well as
those for China) can be found in Table A2 in Appendix D. Under our preferred estimates
(red circles), we see that rich countries tend to gain relatively more from China’s integra-
tion, with both Indonesia and Romania experiencing statistically significant losses. The
previous pattern gets muted if one forces factor demand to be CES instead (blue trian-
gles).

39Our counterfactual calculations allow for lump-sum transfers between countries to rationalize trade
imbalances in the initial equilibrium. We then hold these lump-sum transfers constant across the initial and
counterfactual equilibria. Details on the algorithm for the computation of the counterfactual exercise are
described in Appendix D.

38
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Counterfactual Shock: Chinese Integration 669ADAO ET AL.: NONPARAMETRIC COUNTERFACTUAL PREDICTIONSVOL. 107 NO. 3

line with our estimates of trade costs, we see that imposing CES would instead lead 
to gains from economic integration equal to 1.04 percent.

What about China’s trading partners? Figure 4 reports the welfare change from 
bringing Chinese trade costs back to their 1995 levels for all other countries in 2007. 
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Figure 3. Welfare Gains from Chinese Integration since 1995: China,  1996–2011

Notes: Welfare gains in China from reduction in Chinese trade costs relative to 1995 in each year  t  = 1996, … , 2011.  
CES (standard gravity) and mixed CES plot the estimates of welfare changes obtained using the factor demand sys-
tem in panels A and C, respectively, of Table 2.

Figure 4. Welfare Gains from Chinese Integration since 1995: Other Countries, 2007

Notes: Welfare gains in other countries from reduction in Chinese trade costs relative to 1995 in year t = 2007. CES 
(standard gravity) and mixed CES plot the estimates of welfare changes obtained using the factor demand system 
in panels A and C, respectively, of Table 2. The solid line shows the line of best fit through the mixed CES points, 
and the dashed line the equivalent for the CES case. Bootstrapped 95 percent confidence intervals for these esti-
mates are reported in Table A2.
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Counterfactual Shock: Chinese Integration

669ADAO ET AL.: NONPARAMETRIC COUNTERFACTUAL PREDICTIONSVOL. 107 NO. 3

line with our estimates of trade costs, we see that imposing CES would instead lead 
to gains from economic integration equal to 1.04 percent.

What about China’s trading partners? Figure 4 reports the welfare change from 
bringing Chinese trade costs back to their 1995 levels for all other countries in 2007. 
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Figure 3. Welfare Gains from Chinese Integration since 1995: China,  1996–2011

Notes: Welfare gains in China from reduction in Chinese trade costs relative to 1995 in each year  t  = 1996, … , 2011.  
CES (standard gravity) and mixed CES plot the estimates of welfare changes obtained using the factor demand sys-
tem in panels A and C, respectively, of Table 2.

Figure 4. Welfare Gains from Chinese Integration since 1995: Other Countries, 2007

Notes: Welfare gains in other countries from reduction in Chinese trade costs relative to 1995 in year t = 2007. CES 
(standard gravity) and mixed CES plot the estimates of welfare changes obtained using the factor demand system 
in panels A and C, respectively, of Table 2. The solid line shows the line of best fit through the mixed CES points, 
and the dashed line the equivalent for the CES case. Bootstrapped 95 percent confidence intervals for these esti-
mates are reported in Table A2.
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